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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF ENDOMORPHISMS
AND COMPACT GROUP EXTENSIONS
IAN MELBOURNE and MATTHEW NICOL
Abstract
The statistical properties of endomorphisms under the assumption that the associated Perron–
Frobenius operator is quasicompact are considered. In particular, the central limit theorem, weak
invariance principle and law of the iterated logarithm for suﬃciently regular observations are
examined. The approach clariﬁes the role of the usual assumptions of ergodicity, weak mixing,
and exactness.
Suﬃcient conditions are given for quasicompactness of the Perron–Frobenius operator to lift to
the corresponding equivariant operator on a compact group extension of the base. This leads to
statistical limit theorems for equivariant observations on compact group extensions.
Examples considered include compact group extensions of piecewise uniformly expanding maps
(for example Lasota–Yorke maps), and subshifts of ﬁnite type, as well as systems that are
nonuniformly expanding or nonuniformly hyperbolic.
1. Introduction
It has been well known since the work of Sinai, Ruelle and Bowen (see for example [8,
31, 33]) that mixing uniformly expanding and uniformly hyperbolic dynamical
systems enjoy strong statistical properties, such as exponential decay of correlations
and the central limit theorem, for suﬃciently regular observations. Since then, a
great deal of eﬀort has been made to extend these results to more general classes
of dynamical systems and observations (see, for example, the recent surveys in [1,
2, 35]).
One approach is to study the rate of decay of certain transfer operators or Perron–
Frobenius operators when restricted to suitable function spaces. In many important
cases, it is possible to prove that these operators are quasicompact, leading to
exponential decay rates. Exponential decay of correlations follows immediately,
while the central limit theorem follows from an idea of Gordin [17]. A functional
version of the central limit theorem is also known to hold in such situations, and it
was recently noticed [16] that the upper half of the law of the iterated logarithm
is valid (provided that the relevant function space can be chosen to lie in L∞).
In a diﬀerent direction, [16] considered compact group extensions of uniformly
hyperbolic diﬀeomorphisms and, the authors being motivated by [28], restricted
to a class of equivariant observations. Using a combination of existing techniques
and new ideas, it was shown that (improved versions of) the statistical properties
described above are inherited by the group extension. In particular, we note the
improved results on nondegeneracy of the central limit theorem in [16].
In this paper, we describe new results in the theory of statistical properties of (a)
dynamical systems, and (b) their compact group extensions. In direction (a), we
give an account of the implications of the quasicompactness of the Perron–Frobenius
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operator for the statistical behaviour of endomorphisms. Our approach clariﬁes
the usual assumptions of ergodicity, weak mixing, and exactness. In particular,
in contrast to most of the literature, our results do not require weak mixing or
exactness.
In direction (b), we show that certain axioms for quasicompactness described by
Keller and Liverani [24] lift to the compact group extension setting, at the level of
equivariant observations. We are claiming not that quasicompactness automatically
lifts, but that certain suﬃcient axioms for quasicompactness lift. Since these axioms
hold very generally, we are able to consider a large collection of examples. Thus we
greatly generalise the applicability of the ideas in [16] while at the same time
relaxing certain assumptions such as weak mixing.
Remark 1.1. There are natural examples of dynamical systems for which
our results apply although no power of the system is weak mixing. Suppose
that f :X −→X is a mixing Axiom A diﬀeomorphism with invariant equilibrium
measure µ. Consider the S1-extension T :X ×S1−→X ×S1 given by T (x, θ)=
(fx, θ+α). If α is irrational, T is ergodic with respect to µ× ν (ν is Haar measure
on S1) but no power of T is weak mixing. Let φ :X ×S1−→C be an observation
of the form φ(x, θ)= eimθv(x) for some ﬁxed integer m and Ho¨lder continuous
v :X −→C.
It follows from the results in Section 5 that statistical limit laws such as the
central limit theorem and weak invariance principle are valid. Furthermore, the
almost sure invariance principle applies to this situation; see Remark 3.6(b).
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
growth rates of ergodic sums at the level of isometries on a Hilbert space H. We show
how a quasicompactness assumption leads directly to a martingale approximation,
existence of the variance, and square root growth in L2. (In this section, there is
no dynamical system. The setting is analogous to the von Neumann mean ergodic
theorem.)
In Section 3, we specialize to the case H =L2(X), where f :X −→X is an ergodic
map satisfying a quasicompactness property. The central limit theorem (and much
more) follows directly from the martingale approximation in Section 2.
In Section 4, we discuss the axiomatic framework of [24] guaranteeing quasi-
compactness of the Perron–Frobenius operator. Compact group extensions are
introduced in Section 5 and it is shown that the axioms for quasicompactness in
Section 4 lift to spaces of equivariant observations.
Finally, a number of applications are considered in Section 6.
2. Quasicompact operators on Hilbert space
Let H be a Hilbert space and U :H −→H be an isometry. We are particularly
interested in the case when U is not invertible. Let U∗ :H −→H be the adjoint of
U and note that U∗U = I. We recall the following basic properties of the spectra of
U and U∗.
(1) The eigenvalues of U lie on the unit circle, and the spectra of U and U∗ lie
in the closed unit disk.
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(2) If α ∈ C and |α|=1, then Uv=αv if and only if U∗v=αv. (One direction
follows immediately from the fact that U∗U = I. In the other direction, one can
compute directly that 〈Uv − αv, Uv − αv〉=0.)
(We note that in general U∗ may have eigenvalues α with |α|< 1.)
Given v ∈H, we deﬁne vN =
∑N
j=1 U
jv. By the mean ergodic theorem,
vN =Nπv+ o(N) as N →∞, where π :H −→ ker(U − I) is the orthogonal projec-
tion. (That is, limN→∞(1/N)‖vN −Nπv‖H =0.)
In this section, we are interested in obtaining more precise information on the
growth of vN −Nπv under a certain ‘quasicompactness’ hypothesis.
Definition 2.1. Let F ⊂H be a Banach space such that U and U∗ restrict to
bounded operators on F . The operator U∗ :F −→F is quasicompact if U∗ :F −→F
has essential spectral radius ρ< 1.
It follows from quasicompactness that U∗ has at most ﬁnitely many eigenvalues
on the unit circle, that these eigenvalues have ﬁnite multiplicity, and that the rest
of the spectrum is contained in a disk around the origin of radius less than 1. (We
note that our deﬁnition is slightly nonstandard, since we do not require that there
exist eigenvalues α with ρ< |α|  1.)
By quasicompactness, there is a closed U∗-invariant splitting F =F1⊕F2, where
F1 = ker(U − I)= ker(U∗− I). Again it is the case that vN =Nv for all v ∈F1 and
‖vN‖H = o(N) for all v ∈F2.
Theorem 2.2. Regarding U as an operator on F and U∗ as an operator on F2,
we have F2 = kerU∗ ⊕	(U − I).
Proof. First, we show that kerU∗ ∩ 	(U − I)= {0}. Suppose that U∗v=0 and
v=Uy − y where y ∈F . Then 0=U∗v= y − U∗y. It follows that Uy= y (since
U∗y= y implies that Uy= y) and hence v=0 as required.
Second, we show that F2 = kerU∗ + 	(U − I). Let Fα⊂F2 be the sum of the
eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues on the unit circle (other than 1). Note
that Fα is ﬁnite-dimensional (possibly trivial). The quasicompactness hypothesis
guarantees that we have the further closed U∗-invariant splitting F2 =Fα ⊕ F3,
where U∗ :F3−→F3 has spectral radius ρ< 1.
If v ∈Fα is an eigenfunction of U , so that Uv=αv, then v=(α− 1)−1(U − I)v.
Hence Fα⊂	(U − I).
It remains to show that F3 = kerU∗+	(U − I). Given v ∈F3, deﬁne
y=
∑
j1(U
∗)jv. It follows from the spectral radius assumption that the series
converges to y ∈F3. Now one can compute that U∗
{
v − Uy + y}=0.
For reasons that will become clear in Section 3, we say that w∈F is a martingale
if U∗w=0. By Theorem 2.2, if v ∈F2, then there is a martingale approximation
v = w + Uy − y, where w, y ∈F2 and U∗w=0. (2.1)
Since vN =wN + Uny − y, many statistical properties for v follow from the corres-
ponding property for the martingale w. One result in this direction is the following.
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Corollary 2.3. Let v ∈F2 and write v=w+Uy− y as above. Deﬁne
σ= ‖w‖H . Then ‖wN‖H =
√
Nσ and
‖vN‖H =
√
Nσ + O(1).
In particular, σ= limN→∞ (1/
√
N)‖vN‖H .
Proof. Since U∗w=0, we compute that if j >k, then
〈U jw,Ukw〉 = 〈U j−kw,w〉 = 〈w, (U∗)j−kw〉 = 0,
and similarly for j <k. On the other hand, 〈U jw,U jw〉= 〈w,w〉. It follows
that ‖wN‖H =
√
N‖w‖H . Next, consider the remainder term r=Uy − y. Then
rN =UNy − y and so ‖rN‖H  2‖y‖H .
Remark 2.4. The requirement that U restricts to an operator on F is required
only for Theorem 2.2. If we drop this requirement, then the decomposition (2.1)
and Corollary 2.3 are still valid for all v ∈F2.
3. Statistical properties of dynamical systems
In this section, we apply the results in Section 2 to the case where U is the
Koopman operator associated to a measure-preserving transformation. Suppose
that X is a probability space with measure m and σ-algebra B. Let f :X −→X be a
(noninvertible) measure-preserving transformation. We take H =L2(X) and deﬁne
the isometry U :H −→H by Uv= v ◦f . The adjoint U∗ satisﬁes U∗U = I as before.
In addition, UU∗v=E(v|f−1B), where E(·|f−1B) is the conditional expectation
operator.
Again, if v ∈H, then we deﬁne vN =
∑N
j=1 U
jv=
∑N
j=1 v ◦ f j . By the mean
ergodic theorem, vN =Nπv + o(N) in H, where π :H −→H is the orthogonal
projection onto ker(U − I). (If f :X −→X is ergodic, then πv= ∫
X
v dm.)
As in Deﬁnition 2.1 and Remark 2.4, we assume quasicompactness, so there is
a Banach space F ⊂H such that U∗ restricts to a bounded operator on F with
essential spectral radius less than 1. By Corollary 2.3, for all v ∈F , we can deﬁne
the variance σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)‖vN −Nπv‖2H .
Theorem 3.1 (central limit theorem). Assume quasicompactness and assume
that f :X −→X is ergodic. Let v ∈F with ∫
X
v dm=0. Then (1/
√
N)vN converges
in distribution to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2. That is,
m
{
x ∈ X : 1√
N
vN < b
}
→ 1√
2π σ
∫ b
−∞
e−y
2/2σ2 dy
as N →∞ for all b ∈ R.
Proof. Using the decomposition (2.1), we can write vN =wN +UNy− y almost
everywhere, where w, y ∈F and U∗w=0. Moreover, since y ∈L2, it follows from
the pointwise ergodic theorem that UNy= y ◦ fN = o(N1/2) almost everywhere.
Hence it suﬃces to prove that (1/
√
N)wN converges in distribution to a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance σ2.
However, U∗w=0 implies that E(w|f−1B)= 0. Passing to the natural
extension [32], we obtain a bi-inﬁnite ergodic stationary martingale {Yj : j ∈ Z},
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where Y−i =w ◦ f i for i 0 (cf. [16, Remark 3.12]). It follows from [5] that
(1/
√|N |)∑N−1j =0 Yj converges to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance∫
Y 21 as N → ±∞. In particular, (1/
√
N)
∑N
j=1 w ◦ f j satisﬁes the central limit
theorem with mean zero and variance σ2 = ‖w‖2H .
We have the following criteria for degeneracy in the central limit theorem (σ2 =0).
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that v ∈F and πv=0. Then the following hold.
(a) σ2 =0 if and only if v= y ◦ f − y for some y ∈F .
(b) If F ⊂L∞, then σ2 =0 if and only if vN =O(1) uniformly almost everywhere.
Indeed, |vN |∞ 2|y|∞.
(c) If f :X −→X is ergodic, then σ2 =0 if and only if vN = o(
√
N) almost
everywhere.
(d) If f :X −→X is ergodic, and F ⊂Lp for some p> 2, then σ2 =0 if and only
if vN = o(N1/p) almost everywhere.
Proof. Recall the decomposition v=w + y ◦ f − y, where U∗w=0. By
Corollary 2.3, σ2 =0 if and only if w=0 almost everywhere, proving part (a).
By part (a), if σ2 =0, then vN = y ◦ fN − y. Part (b) follows immediately.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the pointwise ergodic theorem guarantees that
y ◦ fN = o(N1/2), proving one direction of part (c). To prove the reverse direction,
we note that if vN = o(
√
N), then (1/
√
N)vN converges to zero almost everywhere,
and hence in distribution. However, since f is ergodic, Theorem 3.1 guarantees
convergence in distribution to a normal distribution with variance σ2. Hence this
is the degenerate normal distribution with σ2 =0. Part (d) is proved in the same
way as part (c).
Remark 3.3. It is well known that the central limit theorem is degenerate
if and only if v= y ◦ f − y for some y ∈L2. Our conditions in Proposition 3.2,
which follow [16], are a substantial improvement. For example, suppose that X is
a topological space with open sets having positive measure, and that f :X −→X,
v : X −→R are continuous. Under the assumptions of quasicompactness, ergodicity
of f :X −→X, and F ⊂L∞, we have σ2 =0 if and only if there is a constant C such
that |vN (x)|C for all x∈X and N  1. In particular, if x is a periodic point of
period p, then vp(x)= 0.
Set WN (0)=0 and WN (t)=(1/
√
N)vNt=(1/
√
N)
∑Nt−1
j=0 v ◦f j , t=1/N, 2/N, . . ..
Linearly interpolating on each interval [(r−1)/N, r/N ], r 1, we obtain a sequence
of random elements WN ∈C([0,∞),R). We have the weak invariance principle
(which is a reﬁnement of the central limit theorem):
Theorem 3.4 (weak invariance principle). The sequence {WN} converges
weakly in C([0,∞),R) to a Brownian motion with variance σ2.
Proof. Billingsley [6] proved the weak invariance principle for stationary ergodic
L2 martingales, so the result follows along the lines of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.5 (upper law of the iterated logarithm). Assume quasicompactness
and assume that f :X −→X is ergodic. Suppose further that F ⊂L∞. Let v ∈F
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with
∫
X
v dm=0. Then
lim sup
N→∞
vN√
2N log logN
 σ
almost surely.
Proof. Again, we write vN =wN + Uny − y, where U∗w=0, and it suﬃces to
prove the upper law of the iterated logarithm for the sequence {wN}. As pointed
out in [16, Section 3(c)], the condition U∗w=0 implies that {wN} is a ‘weakly
multiplicative sequence’. Since w∈F ⊂L∞, the result follows by [34].
Remark 3.6. (a) The full law of the iterated logarithm is the similar conclusion
with  replaced by =. We do not know whether the law of the iterated logarithm
holds under our hypotheses, or whether it is possible to remove the L∞ assumption.
(b) Passing to the natural extension [32], it follows from the methods in [16]
that the law of the iterated logarithm (and much more, including the almost
sure invariance principle) can be proved in backwards time. Moreover, the L∞
assumption is not required.
In certain situations, such as for ergodic compact Lie group extensions of Axiom A
base dynamics, these statistical properties can be deduced a fortiori in the correct
time direction [16]. The approach in [16] requires two ingredients, that (i) there is a
method for passing from invertible transformations to noninvertible transformations
without losing too much regularity in the observations, and (ii) the class of
dynamical systems is closed under time reversal. For the example in Remark 1.1,
the almost sure invariance principle can be obtained in this way.
(c) The diﬃculty with time directions described above is a possibly serious
limitation of the martingale approximation approach to proving the almost sure
invariance principle [16]. The same issue arises in Conze and Le Borgne [14]. An
alternative approach to proving the almost sure invariance principle is presented in
Hofbauer and Keller [22].
Remark 3.7. Assume quasicompactness and assume in addition that
f :X −→X is weak mixing. Then, by standard arguments, exponential decay of
correlations holds for observations in F . Indeed, there are constants C > 0 and
ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖(U∗)nv − ∫v‖Cρn‖v‖, for all v ∈F and n 1. Hence∣∣∫
X
v · w ◦ fn dm− ∫
X
v dm
∫
X
w dm
∣∣  Cρn‖v‖|w|2,
for all v ∈F , w∈L2, n 1. It follows easily that if v ∈F and ∫
X
v dm=0, then the
variance is given by σ2 =
∫
X
v2 dm + 2
∑∞
j=1
∫
X
v · v ◦ f j dm.
3.1. Vector-valued observations
We now generalise to the case of vector-valued observations v :X −→Rd. We con-
tinue to consider a measure-preserving transformation f :X −→X with H =
L2(X)=L2(X,R), and assume that F ⊂H is a Banach space such that
U∗ :F −→F is quasicompact. Deﬁne Hd =L2(X,Rd) and F d = {v=(v1, . . ., vd) :
X −→Rd | vj ∈F, j =1, . . . , d}.
The operator Uv= v ◦ f acts on vector-valued observations and deﬁnes an
isometry on Hd and a linear operator on F d. Similarly, U∗ acts component-wise on
Hd and F d. It is immediate that U∗ :F d−→F d has essential spectral radius ρ< 1
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so that quasicompactness holds with F d⊂Hd. Hence the results of Section 2 apply
to functions v ∈F d.
In particular, the scalar variance σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)‖vN‖2Hd is deﬁned for all
v ∈F d2 . However, it is natural (following Field, Melbourne and To¨ro¨k [16]) to deﬁne
the d× d covariance matrix
Σ = lim
N→∞
1
N
∫
X
vN · vTN dm (outer product).
Note that this limit is well deﬁned when U∗v=0, in which case Σ=∫
X
v · vT =(1/N) ∫
X
vN · vTN for all N . Hence Σ is well deﬁned for all v ∈F d2 .
Moreover, Σjk =E(YjYk), and hence Σ is symmetric and 〈Σx, x〉 0 for all x ∈ Rd.
Next, we suppose further that f :X −→X is ergodic. Let v ∈F d2 so that∫
X
v dm=0. Given c ∈ Rd, we have the decomposition c ·v= c ·w+o(N1/2) almost
everywhere, where U∗(c · w)= 0. As in Theorem 3.1, (1/√N)c · vN converges in
distribution to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance σ2c = |c · w|22 =
cTΣc. By the Cramer–Wold technique (see for example [7, Theorem 29.4]), this
implies that (1/
√
N)vN converges in distribution to a d-dimensional normal
distribution with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ. The distribution is non-
degenerate if Σ is nonsingular.
Similarly, the d-dimensional version of the weak invariance principle is valid for all
v ∈F d with ∫
X
v dm=0 when f :X −→X is ergodic. In addition, if F ⊂L∞, then
the upper law of the iterated logarithm holds for c · v for all c ∈ Rd. If f :X −→X
is weak mixing, then we obtain a d-dimensional analogue of exponential decay of
correlations [16].
4. Quasicompactness and the Perron–Frobenius operator
In this section, we interpret the operator U∗ :L2−→L2 as the restriction of
the Perron–Frobenius operator P :L1−→L1 associated to the measure-preserving
transformation f :X −→X. Following Keller and Liverani [24], we give an
axiomatic approach to quasicompactness.
As before, we let X be a probability space with measure m and σ-algebra B,
and f :X −→X is a (noninvertible) measure-preserving transformation. Given
1 p∞, we deﬁne the Koopman operator U :Lp−→Lp by Uv= v ◦f . For each p,
U :Lp−→Lp is an isometry.
Given v ∈L1, we deﬁne Pv by demanding that
∫
X
Pv · w dm = ∫
X
v · Uw dm = ∫
X
v · w ◦ f dm
for all w∈L∞. The operator P :L1−→L1 is called the Perron–Frobenius operator.
Clearly, this also deﬁnes P :Lp−→Lp for all 1 p∞ (restricting to w∈Lq where
1/p + 1/q=1). When p 2, the operator P coincides with the operator U∗ in
Section 2.
We assume the following.
(F1) F and F ′ are Banach spaces, where F ⊂F ′⊂L1 with norms ‖ ‖ | |
respectively, and F is densely embedded in F ′.
(F2) F ⊂L2 and ‖ ‖ | |2.
(F3) {v ∈F : ‖v‖=1} is compact in F ′.
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(F4) The Perron–Frobenius operator P restricts to a bounded operator on F and
F ′. Moreover, there is a constant C0 > 0 such that |Pn|C0 for all n 1.
(F5) Lasota–Yorke inequality: for some n0 1, there are constants D0 > 0 and
θ0 ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖Pn0v‖D0|v|+ θ0‖v‖ for all v ∈F .
Remark 4.1. If F ′=Lp for some 1 p∞ or F ′=C(X), then hypothesis (F4)
is automatically satisﬁed with C0 =1.
Example 4.2. In Section 6, we consider a number of examples where (F1)–(F5)
are satisﬁed. One such example is that of Ho¨lder observations on a one-sided subshift
of ﬁnite type. For details, see Ruelle [33], Bowen [8] or Parry and Pollicott [31]. Let
σ :X −→X denote an irreducible (not necessarily aperiodic) subshift of ﬁnite type.
Here X ⊂{1, . . . , k}N for some k. Fix θ ∈ (0, 1) and deﬁne dθ(x, y)= θN , where
N  1 is least such that xi = yi for i<N . Let Fθ be the space of functions that
are Lipschitz with respect to this metric. Let |g|θ denote the Lipschitz constant for
g ∈Fθ and deﬁne the norm ‖g‖θ = |g|∞+|g|θ. Then Fθ is a Banach space. Moreover,
taking F =Fθ and F ′=C(X), it is immediate that (F1) and (F2) are valid, while
(F3) follows from the Arzela–Ascoli theorem. By Remark 4.1, (F4) is automatic
with C0 =1. Finally, the ‘basic inequality’ [31, Proposition 2.1] guarantees that (F5)
holds for a large class of measures. (Technically speaking, (F5) holds whenever m is
an equilibrium measure corresponding to a potential g ∈F . The Perron–Frobenius
operator is the Ruelle transfer operator corresponding to a normalized version of
g.)
We note that Fθ is a Banach algebra. Indeed, if f, g ∈Fθ, then |fg|θ  |f |∞‖g‖θ+
|g|∞‖f‖θ. Since |fg|∞ |f |∞|g|∞, it follows that ‖fg‖θ  ‖f‖θ‖g‖θ.
Example 4.3. Another example is that of piecewise expanding maps of an
interval [10, 25]. Recall that a function g : [0, 1]−→R is of bounded variation,
g ∈BV , if
var(g) = sup
0t0<t1<...<tk1
∑
j=1,...,k
|g(tj)− g(tj−1)| < ∞.
The norm ‖g‖BV = |g|1 + var(g) is equivalent to |g|∞ + var(g) (since |g|1 |g|∞
|g|1 +var(g)) and BV is a Banach space. If f, g ∈BV , then var(fg) |f |∞ var(g)+
|g|∞ var(f). A straightforward calculation shows that ‖fg‖BV  2‖f‖BV ‖g‖BV .
Hence BV is a Banach algebra. Let F = BV and F ′ = L1.
Again, (F1), (F2) and (F4) are immediate, while (F3) is standard (see for
example [22, Lemma 5]). Condition (F5) is discussed in detail in Section 6.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that (F4) is valid. Then (F5) is equivalent to the
condition that there are constants E > 0, θ ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖Pnv‖E(|v| +
θn‖v‖), for all v ∈F , n 1.
Proof. If the conclusion holds, then choose n0 large so that θ0 = θn0E < 1.
Conversely, suppose that (F4) and (F5) hold. By induction,
‖P jn0v‖  C0D0
(
1 + θ0 + . . . + θ
j
0
)|v|+ θj0‖v‖  C ′|v|+ θjn0‖v‖,
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where C ′=C0D0/(1− θ0) and θ= θ1/n00 . Write n= jn0 + k, where k <n0.
Then ‖Pnv‖C ′|P kv|+ θ−1θn‖P kv‖, so the result follows with EC ′C0 and
E θ−10 max{‖P‖, ‖P 2‖, . . . , ‖Pn0‖}.
It follows easily that P has spectral radius at most 1 in F and F ′.
Theorem 4.5. Assume (F1)–(F5). Then the essential spectral radius ρess of
P :F −→F is strictly less than 1. In fact ρess θ1/n00 , where θ0,n0 are as in (F5)
and ρess θ, where θ is as in Proposition 4.4.
Proof. See Hennion [18]. (See also [19, 24].)
Thanks to Theorem 4.5, we can apply the results of Section 2 (with H =L2, F as
given, and F ′ disregarded from now on) to investigate the sequence of partial sums
vN =
∑N−1
j=0 v ◦ f j , where v ∈F . Consider the P -invariant splitting F =F1 ⊕ F2,
where F1 = ker(U − I)= ker(P − I) (recall P =U∗). Since vN =Nv when v ∈F1,
we restrict attention to v ∈F2. Then Corollary 2.3 and Remark 2.4 are valid.
In particular, the variance σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)|vN |22 is deﬁned for all v ∈F2, and
|vN |2 =
√
Nσ + O(1).
If we assume further that f :X −→X is ergodic, then the conclusions of Section 3
hold.
Theorem 4.6. Assume (F1)–(F5) and assume that f :X −→X is ergodic.
Suppose that v ∈F has mean zero. Deﬁne σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)|vN |22. Then the
following hold.
(a) {vN} satisﬁes the central limit theorem and weak invariance principle with
variance σ2.
(b) σ2 =0 if and only if v is a coboundary in F , and if and only if vN = o(N1/2)
almost everywhere. If F ⊂L∞, then σ2 =0 if and only if vN =O(1) uniformly almost
everywhere.
(c) If F ⊂L∞, then the upper law of the iterated logarithm holds for {vN}.
(d) If T is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of correlations.
4.1. Vector-valued observations
In this section, we have deduced statistical properties of real-valued observations
from quasicompactness of the operator P :F −→F , where F is a Banach space of
real-valued observations. Statistical properties of vector-valued observations in F d
can be proved just as in Section 3(c).
It is also immediate that hypotheses (F1)–(F5), which imply quasicompactness
for P :F −→F , also imply quasicompactness for P :F d−→F d. (Clearly, the
essential spectral radius on F is less than 1 if and only if the essential spectral
radius on F d is less than 1.)
Another way to see quasicompactness on F d is to note that hypotheses (F1)–
(F5) immediately extend to the Banach spaces F d⊂ (F ′)d⊂L1(X,Rd), so that
Theorem 4.5 can be applied directly on F d. The observation that (F1)–(F5) hold
for F d⊂ (F ′)d is crucial in Section 5.
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4.2. Transfer operators
So far, we have considered the Perron–Frobenius operator P corresponding to an
f -invariant measure m. In applications, quasicompactness is often proved ﬁrst for a
preliminary Perron–Frobenius operator A corresponding to a ‘reference measure’ 
that is not f -invariant. See Section 6 for examples. We shall refer to A as a transfer
operator to distinguish it from the Perron–Frobenius operator P . The two measures
are related by dm=ϕd where the density function ϕ> 0 is a ﬁxed point for the
transfer operator (Aϕ=ϕ). Hence Pv=ϕ−1A(ϕv).
For many (but not all) applications, quasicompactness for A immediately implies
quasicompactness for P . If multiplication by ϕ induces linear isomorphisms on F ′
and F , then we have the following useful result.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that A, B and M are linear operators on both F and F ′
such that M :F ′−→F ′ and M :F −→F are linear isomorphisms and B =M−1AM .
Then B :F ′−→F ′ satisﬁes (F4) and/or (F5) if and only if A does.
Proof. First, suppose that A satisﬁes (F4). Since |An|C0 for all n, |Bn|=
|M−1AnM |C0|M−1||M |, so that B satisﬁes (F4) with constant C0|M−1||M |.
Next, we verify (F5). By Proposition 4.4, ‖Anv‖E(|v|+ θn‖v‖) and so
‖Bnv‖ = ‖M−1AnMv‖  ‖M−1‖‖AnMv‖  E‖M−1‖(|Mv|+ θn‖Mv‖)
 E‖M−1‖(|M ||v|+ θn‖M‖‖v‖)  E‖M−1‖(|M |+ ‖M‖)(|v|+ θn‖v‖),
so that B satisﬁes the condition in Proposition 4.4 with constant E‖M−1‖(|M | +
‖M‖). Hence B satisﬁes (F5).
5. Compact group extensions
In this section, we consider compact group extensions. The aim is to estab-
lish statistical properties of equivariant vector-valued observations which were
introduced in [28] and occur naturally in applications to dynamical systems with
symmetry.
Our treatment closely follows [16], which considered group extensions of Axiom A
diﬀeomorphisms. In [16], use was made of the equivariant Ruelle operator which
was studied by Parry and Pollicott in [30, 31]. More generally, we consider an
equivariant Perron–Frobenius operator which is a twisted version of the usual
Perron–Frobenius operator. Our main results generalise results of [16] in the
Axiom A setting, with the improvements that we require neither weak mixing nor
that G is connected.
Suppose that f is a measure-preserving transformation on (X,µ). We assume
that the Banach spaces F ⊂F ′⊂L1(X,R) satisfy axioms (F1)–(F5) in Section 4.
These properties are inherited by F d⊂ (F ′)d⊂L1(X,Rd). From now on, we write
F instead of F d and F ′ instead of (F ′)d, so that F ⊂F ′⊂L1(X,Rd).
Let G be a compact Lie group with Haar measure ν. Given h :X −→G measur-
able, consider the skew product T :X ×G−→X ×G given by T (x, g)= (fx, gh(x)).
Then T is a measure-preserving transformation on (X ×G,m), where m=µ× ν.
Suppose that G acts orthogonally on Rd. For each g ∈G, write Mgv= gv, and
given h :X −→G, write (Mhv)(x)=h(x)v(x). Note that Mh is an isometry on
Lp(X,Rd) for all p 1. Let hn(x)=h(x)h(fx) . . . h(fn−1x). To obtain control over
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the norms | | and ‖ ‖ on F ′ and F under the action of Mhn, we restrict to
measurable cocycles h :X −→G that satisfy the following.
(G1) For all n 1, M−1hn is a bounded operator on F
′. Moreover, there is a
constant C1 > 0 such that |M−1hn |C1 for all n 1.
(G2) Let n0 and θ0 be as in (F5). Then M∗=M−1hn0 is a bounded operator
on F , and moreover there exist constants D1 > 0 and c ∈ (0, 1/θ0) such that
‖M∗v‖D1|v|+ c‖v‖ for all v ∈F .
Remark 5.1. Suppose that f :X −→X and h :X −→G are measurable. Since
G is compact, h∈L∞(X,G) automatically with |h|∞=1. If F ′=Lp(X,Rd) for
some 1 p∞, then (G1) is satisﬁed with C1 =1. The same is true if f and h are
continuous and F ′=C(X,Rd). Hence (G1) is satisﬁed in Examples 4.2 and 4.3.
Example 5.2. Continuing Example 4.2, if F =Fθ(X,Rd) and F ′=L∞(X,Rd),
then it is natural to restrict to cocycles h :X −→G that are Lipschitz with respect
to the metric dθ on X. We denote the space of such cocycles by Fθ(X,G). Then
|M∗v|θ  |M∗|θ|v|∞ + |M∗|∞|v|θ = |M∗|θ|v|∞ + |v|θ, and so ‖M∗v‖θ = |M∗v|∞+
|M∗v|θ  ‖h−1n0 ‖θ|v|∞+ ‖v‖θ. Hence (G2) is satisﬁed for h∈Fθ(X,G) with
D1 = ‖h−1n0 ‖θ and c=1.
Example 5.3. Continuing Example 4.3, if F =BV (with X = [0, 1]), then it
is natural to restrict to BV cocycles h :X −→G. In particular, for certain classes
of piecewise monotone functions f :X −→X, including functions whose domains of
monotonicity form a ﬁnite partition of [0, 1], it is easily seen that M−1hn :BV −→BV
is a bounded operator for each n, and
‖M−1hn ‖= ‖h−1n ‖BV =1 + var(h−1n ).
In contrast to the previous example, it is necessary to add a further restriction
on h. Let n0 and θ0 be the constants in (F5). We assume that var(h−1n0 )< (1/θ0)−
1. (Equivalently, ‖h−1n0 ‖BV = c< 1/θ0.) Then ‖M∗‖ c< 1/θ0 and (G2) is satisﬁed
with D1 = c= ‖h−1n0 ‖BV .
Alternatively, if f :X −→X is piecewise Lipschitz, then we can take h :X −→G
to be piecewise Lipschitz with no restriction on the Lipschitz constant L(h). The
crucial estimate is var(M∗v)L(h−1n0 )|v|1+var(v). (Note that the L1 norm appears
in this estimate, whereas before we had only the L∞ norm. The function spaces
F ′=L1, F =BV are as before.)
For h :X −→G measurable, we deﬁne the equivariant Perron–Frobenius operator
Ph :L1(X,Rd)−→L1(X,Rd) by Phv=PM−1h v. Observe that Pnh =PnM−1hn .
Proposition 5.4. Assume (F1), (F4), (F5), (G1) and (G2). Then the following
hold.
(a) There is a constant C ′1 > 0 such that |Pnh |C ′1 for all h∈H, n 1.
(b) There are constants D′1 > 0 and θ
′
0 ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖Pn0h v‖D′1|v|+θ′0‖v‖
for all v ∈F .
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Proof. For v ∈F ′, |Pnh v|= |PnM−1hn v|C0|M−1hn v|C0C1|v|, proving (a). To
prove (b), we compute that
‖Pn0h v‖ = ‖Pn0Mv‖  D0|Mv|+ θ0‖Mv‖  D0C1|v|+ θ0(D1|v|+ c‖v‖),
so the result follows with D′1 =D0C1 + θ0D1 and θ
′
0 = cθ0.
Let LpG consist of equivariant observations φ :X ×G−→Rd of the form
φ(x, g)=Mgv(x), where v ∈Lp(X,Rd), and deﬁne |φ|p = |v|p. Symbolically, we can
write LpG = g · Lp(X,Rd).
Proposition 5.5. Let P̂ :L1(X ×G,Rd)−→L1(X ×G,Rd) denote the
Perron–Frobenius operator corresponding to the G-extension T :X ×G−→X ×G.
Then P̂ |L1G =MgPhM−1g .
Proof. Let φ= g · v ∈L1G and ψ= g · w∈L∞G . Then∫
X×G MgPhM
−1
g φ · ψτ dm =
∫
X
Phv · wτ dµ =
∫
X
PM−1h v · wτ dµ
=
∫
X
M−1h v · wτ ◦ f dµ =
∫
X
v · (Mhw ◦ f)τ dµ
=
∫
X×G Mgv · (Mhw ◦ f)τMτg dm=
∫
X×G φ ·ψτ ◦T dm.
Similarly, deﬁne the spaces FG = g · F with norm ‖g · v‖= ‖v‖ and so on.
Proposition 5.6. The operator P̂ =MgPhM−1g restricts to F
′
G and FG and
satisﬁes properties (F1)–(F5).
Proof. Properties (F1)–(F3) are immediate since F ′G and FG are isomorphic to
F ′ and F . Properties (F4) and (F5) are Proposition 5.4(a) and (b), respectively.
We can now apply Theorem 4.5 to deduce that P̂ :FG−→FG is quasicompact.
We obtain the following conclusions.
Theorem 5.7. Assume (F1)–(F5) for f :X −→X and (G1),(G2) for h :
X −→G. Suppose that T :X ×G−→X ×G is ergodic and that φ∈FG has mean
zero. Then the following hold.
(a) The d× d covariance matrix Σ= limN→∞(1/N)
∫
X×G φN · φTN dm is well
deﬁned and Σ :Rd−→Rd commutes with the action of G on Rd.
(b) {φN} satisﬁes d-dimensional versions of the central limit theorem and weak
invariance principle on X ×G with covariance matrix Σ.
(c) detΣ=0 if and only if there is a G-invariant subspace V ⊂Rd such that πV φ
is a coboundary in FG, and if and only if πV φN = o(N1/2). If F ⊂L∞, then σ2 =0
if and only if there is a G-invariant subspace V such that πV φN =O(1).
(d) If F ⊂L∞, then the upper law of the iterated logarithm holds for each
component of {φN}.
(e) If T is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of correlations.
Proof. The deﬁnition of Σ and parts (b), (d) and (e) are immediate from
quasicompactness and Section 3. The statement about Σ commuting with G and
part (c) are proved as in [28] (see also [16]).
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Remark 5.8. By [27], we obtain the stronger results that the central limit
theorem, weak invariance principle and upper law of the iterated logarithm hold
also on X ×{g0} for each ﬁxed g0 ∈G. In the remainder of this paper, we will not
mention this explicitly.
6. Applications
In this section we give examples of dynamical systems to which our results apply.
Let f :X −→X be a mapping with certain regularity properties. Consider a
transfer operator A acting on suﬃciently regular functions v as (Av)(x)=∑
fy=x g(y)v(y), where g is a positive bounded function (again with certain
regularity properties).
Suppose that  is a Borel probability measure satisfying A∗=  (that is,∫
A∗v d=
∫
v d for all v). Then
∫
Av w d=
∫
v w ◦ f d. Thus A is the Perron–
Frobenius operator corresponding to the measure . We do not assume that  is
f -invariant.
Now suppose that ϕ> 0 is a ﬁxed point (Aϕ=ϕ) for A acting on a suitable
function space. Then we deﬁne the f -invariant measure dm=ϕd and the
corresponding Perron–Frobenius operator Pv=ϕ−1A(ϕv).
In the rest of this section, we refer to  as a reference measure and m as an
equilibrium measure. Note that in earlier sections, we chose to work directly with
P and m, bypassing A and .
6.1. One-dimensional monotone maps
Hofbauer and Keller [22] analysed a class of endomorphisms of a totally ordered,
order complete set X (usually X is taken to be the unit interval [0, 1]). Here
f :X −→X is piecewise monotonic and order-continuous and the transfer operator
A acts on the space of bounded measurable functions by Av(x)=
∑
fy=x g(y)v(y),
where g is a function of bounded variation on [0, 1] with 0<g(x) d< 1. They
showed the existence of a reference Borel probability measure  on X satisfying
A∗=  in the sense that
∫
Av d=
∫
v d for all bounded measurable v :X −→R.
Under these assumptions, there exists a maximal absolutely continuous invariant
measure dm=ϕd, where ϕ is a density of bounded variation.
Examples of the systems considered in [22] include the following.
(i) Lasota–Yorke maps: piecewise monotonic C2 transformations f of the unit
interval [0, 1] which satisfy |f ′|> 1: In this setting,  is Lebesgue measure and
g(x)= 1/|f ′(x)|. For earlier results on these maps see [9, 25, 26, 36, 38].
(ii) Piecewise monotonic transformations f on [0, 1] with htop(f)> 0 [20, 21]:
Setting g(x)= exp(−htop(f))< 1, it can be shown that there exists  such that
A∗= , leading to an f -invariant measure dm=ϕd of maximal entropy.
(iii) The β-transformation fx=βx (mod 1) on [0, 1]: Walters [37] constructed
equilibrium measures corresponding to Lipschitz potentials φ : [0, 1]−→R. The
class of allowable potentials is extended in [22], and, deﬁning g(x)=
exp(
∑n−1
i=1 φ(f
ix))/λn for suitable choices of λ> 0 and n 1, it is shown that there
exists a Borel probability measure  such that A∗= . Again, this leads to an
f -invariant equilibrium measure dm=ϕd with potential function φ.
For the class of transformations (i) and (iii) above, the density ϕ, which is of
bounded variation, is bounded above and below on the support of m. That is, there
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exists C  1 such that 0< 1/C <ϕ<C. The same is true for class (ii) under the
assumption that l(fI)/l(I) is bounded over intervals I ⊂ [0, 1] (here l is Lebesgue
measure). This was proved in an unpublished preprint of Keller [23] in the context of
Lasota–Yorke maps, but it is easily seen that the proof generalizes to class (iii) and
to class (ii) if we also require supI ⊂ [0,1] l(fI)/l(I) to be bounded. We let class (ii′)
denote the subset of class (ii) maps for which supI⊂[0,1] l(fI)/l(I) is bounded.
Lemma 6.1. Let f : [0, 1]−→ [0, 1] be a one-dimensional piecewise monotone
map and let g ∈BV with transfer operator A :BV −→BV given by Av(x)=∑
fy=x g(y)v(y). Suppose that f and g fall into one of the three classes (i), (ii)
and (iii). Let  and m be the corresponding reference and equilibrium measures
with density ϕ> 0 in BV . Then A satisﬁes hypotheses (F1)–(F5) with F ′=L1(m)
and F =BV . In particular, A :BV −→BV is quasicompact.
Suppose further that ϕ−1 ∈BV (which is certainly the case for the classes
(i), (ii′), (iii)). Deﬁne the Perron–Frobenius operator Pv=ϕ−1A(ϕv) corresponding
to the invariant measure m. Then P satisﬁes hypotheses (F1)–(F5) with F ′=L1(m)
and F =BV . In particular, P :BV −→BV is quasicompact.
Proof. We largely follow Hofbauer and Keller [22]. Conditions (F1)–(F3) have
already been discussed in Example 4.3. Since ϕ,ϕ−1 ∈F , it follows that v −→ϕv
is a linear isomorphism on F ′ and F . (Indeed, it is clear that |ϕv|1 |ϕ|∞|v|1, and
‖ϕv‖BV  2‖ϕ‖BV ‖v‖BV was established in Example 4.3.) Hence, by Lemma 4.7,
it suﬃces to verify (F4) and (F5) for either A or P .
Condition (F4) is immediate for P by Remark 4.1. (Alternatively, see [22,
Lemma 6].) The crucial condition (F5) is proved for A in [22, Lemma 7].
We are now in a position to apply the results in Section 2–4. Assume that the
equilibrium measure m in Lemma 6.1 is ergodic. Let v ∈BV with ∫
X
v dm=0.
(1) The variance σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)
∫
X
v2N dm exists, and σ
2 =0 if and only
if v=χ ◦ f − χ for some χ∈BV (or equivalently, vN is uniformly bounded). In
particular, if x∈X is a periodic point of period k, f and v are continuous at f jx
for j =1, . . . , k, and vk(x) = 0, then σ2 > 0.
(2) The sequence of partial sums vN satisﬁes the central limit theorem, weak
invariance principle and upper law of the iterated logarithm.
(3) If in addition m is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of
correlations.
Remark 6.2. Under the assumption of weak mixing, various statistical results
were obtained in [22]. We have extended the central limit theorem, weak invariance
principle and upper law of the iterated logarithm to the case where m is ergodic
but not necessarily weak mixing. Also, we have obtained strong conditions for
nondegeneracy that are not present in [22].
6.1.1. G-extensions of one-dimensional monotone maps. We continue to
suppose that X = [0, 1] and that f :X −→X is piecewise monotone. Suppose that
m is an ergodic measure belonging to classes (i), (ii′) or (iii) above.
Now let G be a compact Lie group acting on Rd. Let h :X −→G be a BV cocycle
and form the compact group extension T (x, g)= (fx, gh(x)). We suppose further
that var(h) is suﬃciently small, in the sense of Example 5.3, guaranteeing that h
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satisﬁes (G1) and (G2). In addition, we assume that T :X ×G−→X ×G is ergodic
with respect to m× ν, where ν is Haar measure on G.
As in Section 5, we deﬁne the space BVG of G-equivariant observations φ(x, g)=
gv(x), where v :X −→Rd is BV . Suppose that φ∈BVG and
∫
X×G φd(m× ν)= 0.
By Theorem 5.7, we have the following results.
(1) The covariance matrix Σ= limN→∞(1/N)
∫
X×G φNφ
T
N d(m× ν) exists.
Moreover, detΣ=0 if and only if there is a component of φN that is uniformly
bounded almost everywhere.
(2) The sequence of partial sums φN satisﬁes the d-dimensional central limit
theorem and weak invariance principle.
(3) The components of φ satisfy the upper law of the iterated logarithm.
(4) If in addition m× ν is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of
correlations.
Remark 6.3. Results of [29] show that compact group extensions of Lasota–
Yorke maps are weak mixing for a residual, prevalent subset of Ho¨lder compact
group extensions of Lasota–Yorke maps. If G is semisimple, then compact group
extensions of Lasota–Yorke maps are weak mixing for an open, dense and prevalent
subset of extensions. Hence the hypotheses required for our probabilistic properties
to hold are ‘typically’ valid for extensions of Lasota–Yorke maps.
6.2. Nonuniformly hyperbolic diﬀeomorphisms
In this section we follow very closely the original exposition of Young [39],
referring also to Baladi [1, §4.3]. The tower approach is applicable to the following
piecewise C1+ diﬀeomorphisms F deﬁned on a Riemannian manifold M :
(i) Lozi maps and certain piecewise hyperbolic maps [12, 39];
(ii) a class of He´non maps [3, 4];
(iii) Poincare´ maps of billiards with convex scatterers [39] and certain other dis-
persing billiards [13];
(iv) some partially hyperbolic diﬀeomorphisms with a mostly contracting direc-
tion [11, 15].
The approach also applies to
(v) C2 unimodal maps satisfying conditions (H1) and (H2) of Young [39, §9.1].
For these systems a Markov tower (f,∆) is constructed. (Since most of our
discussion is on a ‘quotiented’ tower we use a bar to denote the unquotiented tower.
This is not the same notation as in Young [39, §9.1].) The set ∆ is partitioned into
countably many levels {∆j}∞j=0. The base ∆0 is further partitioned into countably
many subsets {∆0,j} by a return time function R :∆0−→N such that R|∆0,j =Rj
is constant and f is C1+ on each ∆0,j . The map f moves each set ∆0,j up the
tower until the level ∆Rj−1 is reached, and
f
Rj maps ∆0,j
bijectively onto ∆0. The levels ∆l are further subdivided so that the partition
P = {∆l,j} of ∆ has the Markov property. A separation time s(·, ·) is deﬁned for
all pairs x, y in the same ∆l,j ; s(x, y) is the largest n 0 such that f
n
x lies
in the same element of P as f
n
y. It is assumed [39, Condition P4] that there
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exists 0<α< 1 such that d(Fnx,Fny)Cαs(x,y)−n for all y ∈ γu(x) (here γu is an
unstable disk or manifold [39, Deﬁnition 1]).
A non-invertible tower (f,∆) is derived by quotienting (f,∆) along stable
manifolds (the quotiented tower is not necessary for the unimodal maps described in
(v)). Denote this projection by π :∆−→∆, and write corresponding objects under
this quotient map without bars. The map fRj : ∆0,j −→∆0 is uniformly expanding.
A reference measure , equivalent to Lebesgue, is constructed on ∆ [39, §3].
By studying the transfer operator A with weight g=1/Jac(f) acting on a suitable
space of functions, Young obtains an absolutely continuous invariant measure
dm=ϕd, with density C−1ϕC bounded above and below.
The measure m lifts to an invariant measure m on ∆ and thence to an invariant
measure µ for F :M −→M . We assume, following [39], that there exists > 0 such
that
∑∞
l=0 m(∆l)e
2l <∞ (equivalently, ∑∞l=0 (∆l)e2l <∞). (The scaling factor
2l rather than l ensures that the Banach space F (to be deﬁned) satisﬁes F ⊂L2m.)
The underlying observations v :M −→R are assumed to be Ho¨lder continuous
with ﬁxed exponent γ ∈ (0, 1). Take 0<β < 1 such that β max{√α, αγ}. This
implies that d(x, y)βs(x,y). In fact, βs(x,y) deﬁnes a metric on ∆, as βs(x,y) =0
implies x= y and the triangle inequality is immediate from the deﬁnition of s(x, y).
For v : ∆−→R measurable, deﬁne
‖v‖∞ = sup
l,j
sup
∆l ,j
|v|e−l, ‖v‖β = sup
l,j
|v|l,j,β ,
where
|v|l,j,β =
(
supx,y∈∆l ,j
|v(x)− v(y)|
βs(x,y)
)
e−l.
Deﬁne ‖v‖= ‖v‖∞+‖v‖β and (see [1, §3.4, p. 203]) deﬁne F to be the Banach space
of functions v : ∆−→R with ‖v‖<∞. Let F ′=L1m(∆). The transfer operator A is
well deﬁned on F and on F ′. (If F is globally C1+, then the Koopman operator U
also acts on F so that stronger results hold; see Remark 2.4.) As sketched below,
conditions (F1)–(F5) are valid. Since βs(x,y) deﬁnes a metric on ∆, elements of F
are Lipschitz on each level ∆l.
The density ϕ lies in F , as does ϕ−1. Additionally, ϕ and ϕ−1 are uniformly
bounded and uniformly Lipschitz [39, Lemma 2]. Hence v −→ϕv is a linear
isomorphism on F ′ and F so that Lemma 4.7 is applicable.
(F1) It suﬃces to work on each level ∆l separately. Note that F restricted to ∆l is
densely embedded in F ′ (similarly restricted) since the space of Lipschitz functions
on a compact measure metric space (X,µ) is densely embedded in L1µ(X).
(F2) If v ∈F , then |v|∆l  ‖v‖∞el and thus
∑
l e
2lm(∆l)<∞ implies that
F ⊂L2m. A suitable scaling of the norm ‖ ‖ yields ‖ ‖ | |2.
(F3) Suppose that {vn} is a sequence in F with ‖vn‖ 1. Restricting to ∆l, we
have ‖vn|∆l‖ e	. By the Arzela–Ascoli theorem, there exists w : ∆l−→R with
‖w‖ e	 and a subsequence with ‖vn|∆l − w‖∞ → 0. Altogether, we obtain a
function w : ∆−→R with w∈F and ‖w‖ 1. By a standard diagonal argument
there is a single subsequence such that ‖(vn − w)|∆l‖∞→ 0 for all l and hence
‖(vn−w)|∆l‖1→ 0 for each l. Since
∑∞
l=0 m(∆l)<∞, it follows that ‖vn−w‖1→ 0.
(F4) It is immediate that P satisﬁes (F4) by Remark 4.1. (By Lemma 4.7, it is
also the case that A satisﬁes (F4).)
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(F5) This condition is veriﬁed for A in [1, Lemma 3.7; 39, Lemma 3]. Applying
Lemma 4.7, we have P satisﬁes (F5).
We are now once again in a position to apply the results in Sections 2–4. Assume
that m is ergodic and that v ∈F with ∫
∆
v dm=0.
(1) The variance σ2 = limN→∞(1/N)
∫
∆
v2N dm exists, and σ
2 =0 if and only if
v=χ ◦ f − χ for some χ∈F (in particular, vN is uniformly bounded on each level
∆	). If x∈∆ is a periodic point of period k, and vk(x) = 0, then σ2 > 0.
(2) vN satisﬁes the central limit theorem and the weak invariance principle.
(3) If in addition m is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of
correlations.
Remark 6.4. The central limit theorem and exponential decay of correlations
were obtained in Young [39]. The strong nondegeneracy results stated here are new.
The weak invariance principle is not stated in [39] but it follows in a standard way
from the set-up there. As far as we know, the upper law of the iterated logarithm
remains open. Note that the condition F ⊂L∞ in Theorem 3.5 is violated.
6.2.1. G-extensions. Suppose that a quotiented tower (f,∆,m) has been
constructed as above. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on Rd. Let h : ∆−→G
be uniformly Lipschitz and let T : ∆×G−→∆×G denote the corresponding G-
extension.
Hypothesis (G1) is immediate by Remark 5.1. It is easily seen that (G2) is
satisﬁed with D1 =1 + L(h−1n0 ) and c=1. We deﬁne the space FG of G-equivariant
observations by φ(x, g)= gv(x), where v : ∆−→Rd lies in F . Suppose that m× ν is
ergodic, where ν is Haar measure on G. Let φ∈FG with
∫
∆×G φd(m× ν)= 0. By
Theorem 5.7, we have the following results.
(1) The covariance matrix
Σ= lim
N→∞
(1/N)
∫
∆×G
φNφ
T
N d(m× ν)
exists. Moreover, detΣ=0 if and only if there is a nonzero vector c ∈ Rd such that
c · φ= c · ψ ◦ f − c · ψ, where ψ ∈FG.
(2) φN satisﬁes the d-dimensional central limit theorem and weak invariance
principle on ∆×G.
(3) If in addition m× ν is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of
correlations.
6.2.2. Observations on M . We now relate the quasicompactness of the equi-
variant Perron–Frobenius operator on the quotiented tower ∆×G to the statistical
properties of equivariant observations on M ×G.
We deﬁne the space FG of G-equivariant observations on M ×G by
φ(x, g)= gv(x), where v :M −→Rd is Ho¨lder of exponent η. Let h :M −→G lie
in the space of Lipschitz cocycles. We form the G-extension T (x, g)= (Fx, gh(x)).
We let h denote the lift of h to ∆ and similarly deﬁne v, φ. Let B denote the σ-
algebra on ∆ and deﬁne Bs = {π−1A :A∈B}, where π :∆−→∆ is the projection.
Following Young [39, §5.2], we let h0 =Em(h|Bs) denote the conditional expectation
of h with respect to Bs. Similarly, deﬁne v0 and φ0(x, g)= gv0(x). This deﬁnes v0, h0
on ∆ as well, and φ0 on ∆×G. The assumption that β max{
√
α, αη} implies that
v0 ∈F and φ0 ∈FG. Finally, deﬁne T0(x, g)= (fx, gh0(x)).
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Form the G-extension of (f,∆,m) by deﬁning
T (x, g) = (fx, gh(x)).
We construct the natural extension of T :∆×G−→∆×G, with invariant measure
m̂× ν, and denote it by T̂ :Y −→Y , where Y =(∆×G)Z+ . Let π̂ :Y −→∆×G
denote the natural projection and let B̂ denote the σ-algebra (π̂−1Bs)×BG, where
BG is the usual Borel algebra on G. Lift φ to Y and denote the lift
φ̂(y) = φ(π̂y).
To establish the central limit theorem, we apply Gordin [17] as is done in
Young [39].
Let
φ̂j = Em̂(φ̂|T̂ jB̂).
Since we have uniform contraction on stable manifolds by [39, Condition P3],
|φ̂j − φ̂|  Cαjη
and hence ∑
j0
|φ̂j − φ̂|2 < ∞,
and so the ﬁrst condition of Gordin’s theorem is satisﬁed.
We now consider φ̂−j . Since the order of conditioning commutes,
Em̂(φ̂|T̂−jB̂) = Em(φ0|T−j0 B)|,
so it suﬃces to prove that
∑
j0 |Em(φ0|T−j0 B)|2 <∞. This follows immediately
from quasicompactness of the equivariant transfer operator, hence proving the
central limit theorem. The weak invariance principle follows by standard techniques.
Exponential decay of correlations follows as in [39, §4.1] or [1, Proposition 4.2].
Hence we have the following theorem for Ho¨lder G-equivariant observations
φ :M ×G−→Rd with mean zero and ergodic Lipschitz cocycles h :M −→G.
(1) The covariance matrix Σ= limN→∞(1/N)
∫
M×G φNφ
T
N d(µ× ν) exists.
Moreover, detΣ=0 if and only if there is a nonzero vector c ∈ Rd such that
c · φ= c · ψ ◦ T − c · ψ, where ψ :M ×G−→Rd is G-equivariant and Ho¨lder.
(2) φN satisﬁes the d-dimensional central limit theorem and weak invariance
principle on M ×G.
(3) If in addition µ× ν is weak mixing, then we obtain exponential decay of
correlations.
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